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Bingli is a digital health start-up, located in Antwerp. Bingli recently received €5.4 million
funding and won already several awards: Best start-up in Belgium (2018), participant
Technology Fast 50 & Winner Rising Star Award Deloitte (2021),... Based on Artificial
Intelligence, a digital medical interview is conducted with the patient, prior to their medical
consultation. Bingli then proposes a highly accurate differential diagnosis to the physician to
support the clinical decision-making. This innovative application contributes to a more
qualitative and efficient consultation, brings back more empathy during the consultation and
creates more comfort for the patient. Bingli works together with doctors, hospitals as well as
pharmaceutical companies. Today, the medical interview has already been used by more than
750 000 patients.
Bingli is rapidly expanding and has big ambitions. To support this growth, we're looking for a
(m/f/x):

Senior Frontend Developer
Job Description
- As member of the technical team of Bingli, you will be responsible for the patient and
doctor facing experience of Bingli.
- You design, implement and manage, in close collaboration with the other developers
and business owners, the UX/UI aspects of the application.
- You have a profound knowledge of frontend technologies (notably Angular).
- You work pro-actively and have a problem-solving mindset in order to build a more
efficient workflow.
- Master new and diverse web technologies and techniques. You are interested in and
willing to learn new cutting-edge technologies.
- You’re able to produce clean, high-quality code.
- You have good time-management and self-organizational skills and can juggle multiple
tasks within the constraints of timelines and budgets.
- You are able to guide and coach junior developers.

Profile
- You have at least 5 years of experience as a frontend developer.
- You have a solid understanding of how web applications work including security,
session management, and best-development practices.
- You
have
a
strong
knowledge
of
Object
Oriented
Programming.
-

Technical skills:
o Angular components, SASS
o Experience building responsive web apps
o Experience with NgRX and RxJS
o Root cause analysis of field issues, and definition of corrective actions.
o Interest in CI/CD – DevOps, by preference Azure Devops;
o Experience in GIT
o Experience with NgRX and RxJS
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-

Ability to work and thrive in a fast-paced environment and learn rapidly.
You have strong communication and problem-solving skills.
You’re a team player, eager to learn and like a challenge.

-

Ideally, you live in the Antwerp area or can easily move to the office, as you’ll be
working several days physically from the office in Antwerp.
You are fluent in English. French or Dutch is a plus.

-

Offer
-

-

A challenging position in a rapidly growing environment, that provides you with
numerous opportunities to learn new things and to take on new challenges and
responsibilities.
Contribute to the growth of a start-up and the healthcare of the future.
Competitive salary with home-working policy.
A dynamic and young team with lots of fun and regular team events!

Questions or interest?
Contact us via: jobs@mybingli.com

